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Factors to consider when building
automation, ChatBots and
AI into your contact centre

Take the time to identify and understand 
which everyday customer requests you're 
typically managing. For example, address 
changes, appointment bookings, account 
enquiries, and so on.

Categorise these interactions by channel, 
to find out which methods of 
communication are most popular, and 
apply intelligent wrap up codes so you can 
report accurately on activity.

Armed with that information, assess the 
average cost of managing each 
interaction: in terms of the length of time it 
takes and the human agent effort required 
to deliver it. Factor in any additional costs 
and time incurred from things like agent 
churn, training, compliance tasks etc.

All of this insight will enable you to 
determine which areas will be better off 
automated.
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Review
your operation



For each task you've decided to automate, define the workflow that will be required to 
perform it. Which communications channels do you want your virtual assistant to be active 
in, and how do you want it to behave or respond to customers? What systems does it need 
to integrate with? Improve its knowledge and experience by factoring in FAQs and relevant 
articles. All automated activities must be able to route back to a human agent if required.
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Scope
your automation

Using natural language or pre scripted information, you need to access the right data at the 
right time, from a variety of sources.

Content management is key here: leverage your Knowledge Management System and Bot 
Frameworks (such as IBM Watson or Microsoft Luis) to provide maximum support to your 
customers as well as your human agents.

Access
relevant information seamlessly
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The contact centre's raison d'etre is to satisfy customers. 51% of customers consider 
first-time resolution to be their biggest priority when contacting an organisation6, so that 
should be your priority too. We also know from experience that most customers naturally 
gravitate towards self-service: they typically try to resolve issues themselves, and contacting 
the centre is a last resort.

Remember
your customer

“As a customer, when you need 
support for a product...

...which of the following channels or 
approaches are you most likely to try?”
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Treat your automation and ChatBots as you do your human agents. Train, monitor and track 
performance and progress on a regular and ongoing basis, to drive continuous 
improvement.

So, it follows that the better your self-service offering is, the greater their chances of resolving 
an issue themselves, first time. Which means they're happier, and your business is better off: 
not only in terms of reputation, but in receiving fewer complaints and spending less time and 
money dealing with them.

Therefore, in every task your automate, never lose sight of this end goal: to satisfy and 
delight the customer. Finding this delicate balance between human and automation is the 
ideal path to service excellence.

Continuously
nurture and review
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How Enghouse Interactive
can help

Given the fast-changing and highly 
competitive contact centre environment, 
coupled with constantly evolving, complex 
technology, it's worth working with a 
specialist partner to get where you want to 
be.

Enghouse Interactive is committed to 
doing just that.

Our solutions empower customers in all 
walks of life to self-serve using a wide 
range of automated tools: including 
chatbots, AI, speech recognition, touch 
tone, web, forums and mobile options. All 
of which are quick to implement, powerful, 
and extremely cost-effective.

Choose an 'off-the-shelf' solution that fits 
your needs, or configure your own unique 
customised version. Either way, you can 
be confident it will integrate effortlessly with 
your existing systems, and be easy to 
manage and maintain.

Our user-friendly Enghouse Interactive Self 
Service Portal is an open standards-based 
development platform that significantly 
reduces the time, cost and complexity of 

creating and deploying tailored voice self- 
service and communications solutions. 
Deploy voice, Chatbot, video messaging, 
SMS, mobile automation and email 
communications, as well as Knowledge 
Management Solutions all in one place, 
without any hassle.

ChatBots and voice applications are 
monitored around - the - clock for reliabili-
ty, while Mobile Automation quickly allows 
users on any device to participate in a 
self-service session through a mobile app. 
It all adds up to a more intuitive, superior 
customer experience.



in action
Our solutions

ChatBots and
Virtual Agents
Leading service provider
Virtual agents log tickets for its IT and 
Services; they are integrated with other 
contact centre functionality to ensure 
agents are available when further 
assistance is needed.

Outbound
Notifications
HomeGroup Housing Associations
Automated outbound notifications keep 
tenants informed when they are due or 
have missed a rental payment.

Knowledge Management
Sun Trust
Knowledge management takes care of up 
to 70% of all customer interactions a 
month, so human agents can focus on 
other service priorities.

Mobile Automation
Leading confectionery company
Time management and attendance 
information via a dedicated mobile portal 
gives staff the ability to better manage 
their working day.

Automation
RingGo
RingGo is the UK’s leading cashless 
parking system – provided nationwide by 
local authorities, rail operators and 
privatecompanies as an alternative to pay 
and display parking using a self service 
platform. 

www.enghouseinteractive.es
For more information, visit:


